
Why Pbn The success of an automation project depends on good planning practices. 
There is an adage that says "without planning mistakes are automated". 
This sums up the necessity for planning and the larger (more costly) the 
project, the greater the need. 

The goals of planning are to ensure the project is completed on time, 
within budget, and without causing irreparable damage to the institution or 
to the project team. Planning is messy. It is usually complex, iterative 
rather than linear, and demands structure and organization to make it work. 

Planning involves the definition of tasks, creation of workplans and sched- 
ules, definition of critical paths, and distribution of assignments. These are 
monitored by reporting procedures. 

figure 12 

Planning 
provides better information 
reduces later w r d v e  &ions 

facilitates operation# 

smooths communications 
increases skills . builds teamwork 

Planning involves 
defining tasks 

creating schedules 
distributing assignments 

Planning 
facilitates information production that is 

communicated by specir~ation 

Planning will provide more and better information. It will contribute to a 
more smoothly running project and it will help eliminate the need for 
corrective work later. It will also facilitate communication, easing the 
strain on the whole process. Confidence is created when people know what 
they are working towards and how they are getting there, and confidence 
builds success. 
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For these reasons planning should be done in proportion to the scale of the 
project and to the greatest extent that time and budget allow. Planning is a 
tool and a means to an end, not the end. 

The Overall Context There are many different pressures behind the introduction of automation 
and technology to museums. Some projects begin as directives from 
management or auditors to be more accountable or efficient, some will be 
in response to an internal desire to implement better, more innovative tools 
with which to conduct the business of the organization and others will be 
in order to show that the institution is contemporary and cognizant of 
current technology. 

Whether the initiative is from the top-down in the form of a management 
directive or bottom-up as a staff-initiated plan to change a method of 
operation, or indeed a public relations exercise, a clear understanding of 
the context of the project and the influencing factors need to be estab- 
lished. The beginning phase is a time to clearly articulate the desired end- 
product of the project, gather support and information and find the re- 
sources. This is reflected in an overall planning process. 

The essential steps in getting started are shown in Figure 13. 

Developing objectives and priorities 

I Understanding systems life cycle I 
Assembling project team 

Getting support 

Establishing project management 

Budget and schedule 

figure 13 

Each of these will have their own set of activities that will be occurring in 
parallel and at different paces. There is no correct way to do this and the 
various activities, the order in which they are done, and the documentation 
that is created will vary on a case-by-case basis. It is important to remem- 
ber that the process will often be disjointed and fragmented and it will al- 
most never be as straight forward as this idealized approach would have it. 
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Developing Objectives 
and Priorities 

Once a decision to automate is made, it is most important that the nature of 
the project and its legitimacy be established. Information systems must 
reflect the aims of the institution and support the pursuit of the institution's 
corporate plan. There is likely to be little support-financial or other- 
wise-for projects that don't relate to current objectives and priorities. 
Without support from management a successful project will be elusive and 
difficult. Objectives of the automation project should be tied to the mis- 
sion, objectives and work plans of the organization. 

There needs to be staff involvement and it needs to be real and complete 
not just token. 

A technique to help with the preliminary organization is to divide the 
planning into the areas of political, application, technical infrastructure, 
organizational, and resource. Each of these have their own kind of impor- 
tance and must be accounted for in the process of developing the project. 
These are foundation processes and will re-appear in subsequent steps. 

A series of questions can be posed under each of the requirements areas as 
shown in Figure 14. This illustration supplies an organized framework 
within which to explore a number of issues. Depending on the circum- 
stances, some questions will be more meaningful than others. Even though 
some of the questions may remain unanswered or the answers deemed to 
be irrelevant the process of asking them in a structured manner helps 
ensure a solid beginning. 

Political who supportdopposes this? - who has influence? 

how should Ule Ideas be sdd? 

what functions are crit lcnl? 

what departments must be Involved? 

Application . what must it do? 

why is it needed? 

what could i t  do? 

what would be nice to have i t  do? 

what data is needed? 

Technical . what IS needed to  d o  i t ?  

infmstructure . who ~ P F  to help? 

what i s  already in place? 

how w i l l  the exlstlng and  new 

communlcnte? 

Organizational . what has to exist to support i t?  

who is affected? . who LPS t o  participate? 

how w i l l  i t  be implemented? 

in what stages? 

Resource . what are the coswknet l t s?  

where w i l l  the funds come from? 

when is i t  needed by?  

figure 14 J 
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The exercise of asking questions in a structured way under these headings 
should lead to the creation of a simply worded and structured document. 
This document conveys the essential nature of the project in plain, non- 
technical terms to the various readers. This document will almost certainly 
appear in a couple of different forms: one for management, something 
slightly reworked to go initially to vendors, another for the project team. 

There will be answers to some of the questions that may not appear in any 
public documents but will remain privately recorded, but these still need to 
be considered in the overall planning. 

Figure 15 shows one possible structure. 

Collection Information Management 
Obiectives & Priorities for a 5 year period 

I Mission: 1 
I I. To  prot~de slam woh accurate and complev inlonnal~on aboul collcclions 

wlated ruv i< i e r  o l  h e  muscum Thcx  a~ltvi l ics ~rnuludc. exh~bll~On. 1 
acquisition. calaloging. documenlalion and consc~ation 

Goals: 
1. To  provide the slafl with soflwarc which wil l  allow easy access lo  xcumle 

collec~ions inlomalion which they can then modify, add additional 
informarion to, view, arrange. repon on. wilh adequate securily and 
reslriclions. 

2. To  provide a system environmenl thal wi l l  allow growth and enhancemenl 
within the period and will: 

I. allow Tor up lo 25 concumnl users some who wil l  be a1 rernov 
locadons 

2. allow access lo  common dam 
3. be modular in  design and give the museum the l w l s  necessary lo 

I mod~ly. enhnce, an2 develop new aspxu as hr needs develop 
4 nutomaw acmrlontng. caralogu~ng, exh~b~t~ons. loans, Inventory 

cc~nlrol, conxnal~on,  nxarch. publlca~ions. r ruh l~c~ l r  and r ns~ l~ng  I . . 
5. inlegrate h e  workflow of all depmmen&. 

Priority mnked objectives: 
1. Calaloguing and Core Objecl Record 

I. I Conven cumn l  manual records lo  automated. 
1.2 Provide addilional lunc~ionalily in  repon generation. 
slecl ion and searching. saning, printing olinlurmalion. 

2. Inventory and Localion Control 
2.1 Track ohjrCls and lheir pans hoth within and oulride the 
institution 

3.  Accessioning Process 
3.1 Automate and conlrol the entire accessioning process 

4. Exhibi~ions and Loans 
4.1 Schedule and monitor all exhibitions 
4.2 Trdck all ob;ccls loaned and harrowed in a perpetual record 

Benefits: 
I. Enhanced access lo  inf~~lrnation a1 lower surf c a m  
2. Incrczwd service capshilily lo public and researchers 
3.  Inregmled and coordinalcd dcpanmcnral activity 
4. Enhanced contrul and aceoun~ahility over collcclion 

figure 15 

Most often the project will go forward, however, there are times when the 
information generated to this point indicates that automation is not appro- 
priate and the project should wait for changed conditions or the elimination 
of critical barriers. 
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The Systems Lik Cyck The process of automation has a well established set of steps that are 
almost universal in their acceptance by computer scientists and profes- 
sional application developers. All developers and vendors will follow 
some variation of this process and it is essential to understand it. 

A system is a grouping of parts, processes, functions that together operate 
to achieve an objective. In our context the system of interest is a museum 
software application. This system itself is part of a larger system which 
itself is also part of a larger system. 

Usually, only a part of the overall information management needs are 
addressed at one time by one application or system and so systems have 
boundaries that define its extent and operating range. Within these con- 
straints one or more applications are developed. 

The characteristic system development cycle is shown in Figure 16. 

S ~ D S  Tools 
Planning/specification 

Problem definition-wha~ is needed 

Scuting oblectivcs 

Analysis-what it wi l l  be - Dcsign 

Filling il in 

objeclives & prioritch 

detailed requiremen&. 

flowcharts. 

data modelling. 

. Choos~ng . Negotia~ions . con1raCu - Dcvclop customlzation. documentatio 
Insul l  and lcsl 

Implementing - Dau envylconvcrsion min ing 
Training manuals . Do~'umentation~suppon 

operation . Evaluadon rcview. . Upgrading - perlormanu? repom. 
documenradon 
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Assemble Proiect Team Systems development projects need structure and control to be effective. 
Depending on the magnitude and extent, formal organizational structures 
should be adopted to the appropriate degree. There are no hard and fast 
rules to be applied in creating the project team and its size and composition 
will vary according to circumstances. However, even for the smallest 
project, the team must have more than one member. 

The project should have an articulated mission and recognition of the legiti- 
macy of the project team. Appointments, roles, and responsibilities should be 
agreed to and articulated by senior management, then notifications made. 

w almost always more than one w representatives from all areas 
person involved 

w identify players and roles for large enough to be effective but 
clarification and legitirnization more than 10 is trouble I 

w one leader w management liason I 
Senior 

Management 

I p r o i d  I 
Manager 

Drawn from SLall As ~ A u i r e d  I 

Rcgistrar Curatorial EIC. 
Depanmenu I figure 17 

Any section, department or museum activity affected by the project should 
have input into the team. Whether or not this means a seat at the table 
depends on other factors such as size of the project and available staff. 

The group should be large enough to meet representational requirements 
but not be unwieldy. More than 10 is probably too large and other strate- 
gies will need to be employed to ensure representation of interests. 

The team needs to develop a methodology and approach to the work. This 
involves creating workplans for the remainder of the tasks in the systems 
lifecycle, conducting basic research and information gathering, and estab- 
lishing evaluation methods and criteria for success. 

Consistent and comprehensive reporting is appreciated by all involved and 
helps ensure that the project remains on track. From the outset reporting 
frequency and distribution should be considered along with a way of 
contributing recommendations into the decision process. 
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The role of project manager is critical and both the position and candidate 
needs careful consideration. The person chosen needs to have the requisite 
skill and knowledge to carry the project and these should be commensurate 
with the scale of the project. 

Participants need to have skills and the requisite stature to: 

Define requirements 
Assure political support 
Provide a basis for understanding the process changes required 
for implementation 
Serve as trained implementation leaders in their own area 

Project Management Team 

structure + methodology + reporting 
= effectiveness 

Project structure 
mission - appoinlments 

roles, responsibililies 

Proiect d o d o l o g y  
approach 

work plan 
evaluation and criteria for success 

research 

P r o w  reporting 
reports and remmendatiora 

repwting frequency 
dislribulion 

figure 18 

This work will be demanding so it needs to be formally acknowledged as 
an assignment. Trying to squeeze this in to akeady busy schedules with no 
adjustments to other duties is not recommended. 
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Geth'ng Support and Developing systems is time consuming, expensive, and an intrusion into 
Approval normal operations. During its life the project will need support from a 

number of sources. 

Management support is a very important and should not be underesti- 
mated. It is obvious that without management approval any automation 
project is a non-starter. It is also true that the liklihood of success of a 
systems development project will increase in proportion to the amount of 
management support. 

Management support 
provide realistic time expectationr 

clear goals - financial estimatrr - authority to proceed 

User support 
focus on requiremenis - participation 

feedback 

figure 19 

The key to management suppofi is to give realistic time estimations of the 
work. The project team will work from S 1 8  months and consume 10-25% of 
the members' time. It is also very important to give clear goals and objec- 
tives. At this point they might be quite general but at least a mission 
statement is essential. Management is always interested in costs so give 
preliminary budget ceilings too if possible. Remember to stress that all of 
these are rough guidelines only and that they will be refined in subsequent 
stages. 

User support is also important to have. Positive, supportive responses need only 
to be channelled creatively, but it is the hostile respondents or other obstruction- 
ists who need careful management. Expect resistance. When something is new 
people will wonder how it will fit inside the existing. In some cases there will 
have to be drastic changes to the status quo. 

Another force to be contended with is the expert know-it-all who wants to 
work outside the process. They should be brought into the project and have 
their knowledge and energy channelled creatively, but severe cases may 
have to be contained by other means. Focusing on requirements not solu- 
tions is a good way of dealing with the "resident expert phenomenon" 
since they are usually more interested in solutions. 

Consultants can be a great source of help both for the additional exper- 
tise they bring but also in establishing credibility with management. 
Management will often be sceptical or reserved about plans developed 
entirely in-house, but will be more accepting of the strategies presented 
by an external advisor. 
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Workplans and 
Scheduling 

figure 20 

There are two useful ways to show the order and organization of the work 
to be done: workplans and schedules. These can be used both for organiz- 
ing the work of the team as well as for reporting purposes. 

A workplan is a high-level, overall representation of the project often 
organized by phases and usually containing information about the project's 
purpose, participants, timeframe etc. Figure 20 shows an example of this 
type of plan. 

PROJECT P h w  Il. Review Drait Dala Dictionary 

TIME FRAME NOV. 191-sept.  1 9 2  

O m m E S  . Separau: content from uxhnical issucs in the development of 
h e  dam dictionary 

Oblain review of thedala dictionary draft by the project team. 
uxhnical consullanu, content spccialisl?. and oher  standards 
development personnel 

Edit dab dictionary with the results of the analysis 

W O J n  TEAM Project Team meets w i h  consullanu as needed 

WAGEMENT The Automation Project Manager manages h e  project under h e  
& REpORnNG: guidance of the senior management cornmitee. Repons are dis- 

ommitee and then u, 

J 

Scheduling involves identifying the tasks to be done in each phase of a 
project and arranging them in a logical sequence for completion within a 
prescribed timeframe using the available resources. Initial schedules 
should provide information about how long things will take, what things 
are happening concurrently or sequentially, who is involved. This is 
helpful for planning but to be really useful, schedules must be maintained 
and kept current. Up-to-date schedules will give current information about 
whether or not the project is ahead or behind schedule, what activities are 
current, and where resources are allocated. 

There are many possible tools for scheduling, from paper and pencil lists 
to dedicated project management software. Use what is most effective but 
use and maintain something. Automated project management software 
may be appealing at first glance but it can require substantial investment in 
time to learn how to use it and keep it current. Use it if it works. 
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figure 21 

cb,l - lawn 
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IYO 
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Figure 21 shows a schedule format that can be maintained manually or in 
worksheet format. This provides space for recording the phases and tasks 
for the project, the estimated days required to complete the task and places 
for showing the latest start date. The worksheet version automatically 
calculates whether the project is behind schedule by showing a negative 
number in the "Difference" column. Also shown under the Team columns 
(PI P2 P3) are rough calculations of what percentage of each person's time 
is committed for the time period indicated. This weighting needs to be 
adjusted for individual circumstances. 

By glancing at the "Status" and "Diff' columns the general state of the 
project is apparent. This format does not show concurrent tasks or resource 
conflicts very clearly and needs to be supplemented. 

Secure management participation 
and support 

Describe the nature and obiedives 
of the proiect 

Assemble a project team with a mandate 
to investigate: 

application requlrements 
technical Infrastructure 
organlzatlonal requirements 

resource requirements 

Establish proiect management 
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